Goal: create the energy
How: find a theoretical counter example where the energy in a closed device is not constant.
Cycle: it is not a cycle, I study just the deformation of the device, the energy must be conserved all the
time, so even in a deformation the energy must be conserved.
Composition:
- one container, example of dimension: side of 1 meter
- one big disk (white color), example of dimension: radius of 10 cm
- N spheres (blue color), example of dimension (radius) 1e-9 m (very small)
- N springs, force don't depend of the length
- One layer of blue spheres to keep constant the volume when the white disk rotates
Characteristics:
- No gravity
- Closed device
- No mass
- No friction
- All volumes are constant
- Three dimensions device but only one layer of blue spheres
The main idea of the device:
NB: I speak about top, bottom, ground, it is only to explain the drawings, there is no gravity.
I use small theoretical spheres and springs to create a theoretical fluid and pressure like gravity can do.
The blue color is like water, except there is no mass and no friction. And the springs attract the blue
spheres like gravity can do, but with the springs I change the orientation of the attraction to be like the
Wall1. I count all the energies, the sum of all energies must be constant. There is one spring for each
blue sphere. Each spring is attached between a fixed point on the green line and a blue sphere.
It is possible to think with pressure, exactly like pressure in water with gravity.
Example at start:
- at top, at right the pressure is zero
- at bottom, at left, the pressure is maximal
The device DON'T DEFORM ITSELF alone, I imagine I control all the walls, all the springs, all the
blue spheres, the white disk, etc. with a theoretical external device, this device count the energies
needed to move something or the energy it can recover. This external device which control all the
device is there only because the closed device is unstable. So, in theory I don't need this device IF I
imagine the deformation like I want.
Movements:
- the container is deformed, but the height is kept constant, the container has 4 sides, one is fixed: the
bottom (green color). The green side is fixed to the ground.
- the white disk rotates around the magenta point

- the springs follows the slope of the wall 1 (the wall 2 has always the same slope than the wall1), at
start the springs have a slope of 45° from the ground and at final the slope of the springs is 90°
- to rotate the white disk, I need to move out the container a layer of blue spheres: the layer at left of the
white disk (between the wall 1 and the white disk), and I need to move in a layer of blue spheres at
right (between the wall2 and the white disk), and it must be very precise, because at each time, the
volumes are constant, all the volumes. Sure, for that I need an extra layer of blue spheres, it is not
drawn.
NB: all the views (drawings) are front, except the last.
At start the device is like that:

wall1

wall2

Height of the device : constant

At final the device is like that:

The deformation of the device is like that:

time
I drawn a big spring, to show how the orientation of the springs change when the device is deformed.
All the springs have the same angle from the ground. At final (right), the angle with the ground is 90°
for the springs.

I didn't draw all the device: the white disk rotates, so I need to move outside the container one layer of
blue spheres (the layer between the wall1 and the white disk) and in the same time, to keep constant, I
need to move inside the container the same quantity of the blue spheres. Note, it is possible to keep
constant all the volumes, because I use spheres:

The following drawing shows details inside the container, some zoom in, to show details:

Note, the lengths L1 and L2, L1 > L2.
The following drawing shows how I move outside and inside the container the blue spheres to keep
constant the volumes and to allowing the rotation of the white disk. There is one extra layer of blue

spheres because the spheres I move out the container, I move them inside just the next step:

The sum of energies:
1/ Imagine the device without the white disk, and without move in/out the container the blue spheres,
the sum of energies is well constant, I calculated with an example. I have :
X=W+Y
X is the potential energy at start, from the springs
Y is the potential energy at final, from the springs
W is the energy from the walls 1 and 2
2/ Now, I have the white disk. The white disk rotates, so it don't need an energy and it don't give any
energy. To move in/out the blue spheres I don't need an energy or it don't give any energy: I count here
the energy needed or given from the pressure not from the springs (potential energy). In the contrary,
there is a lower potential energy at start X-d and at final the potential energy is also reduced Y-d
because there is less blue spheres where there is the white disk, so less blue spheres mean less less
springs, so less potential energy, the equation becomes:
X-d=W+Y-d
Note, the values of X, Y and W are the same than in the case 1/
The sum seems to be constant like that, but when I move in/out the blue spheres to let the white disk
rotate, I win a potential energy from the springs. Look at the drawing where I noted the length L1 and
L2, the springs passed from L2 to L1 with L2>L1. There is an extra energy, I called 'e'.
The equation is :
X-d < W+Y-d+e
The sum of energies is:
X-d-W-Y+d-e = X-W-Y-e or X=W+Y so the sum of energies is 'e'.

